A Silenced *Plasmodium falciparum* var Promoter Can Be Activated In Vivo through Spontaneous Deletion of a Silencing Element in the Intron†
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Introns of *Plasmodium falciparum* var genes act as transcriptional silencing elements that help control antigenic variations. In transfected episomes, intron silencing of a drug-selectable marker under var promoter control is reversed by the spontaneous deletion of key intron regions. The resulting promoter activation does not affect the transcription of chromosomal var genes.

Antigenic variations in *Plasmodium falciparum*-parasitized erythrocytes result from switches in the major variable cytoadherence surface proteins encoded by members of the multicy copy var gene family (1, 7, 8). Each parasite expresses one of 50 to 60 var copies in its genome while silencing the rest by a mechanism that is thought to involve var gene introns in cooperation with their corresponding gene promoters. Previous work with luciferase reporter constructs showed that cooperative silencing by these elements is S-phase dependent (3). Here we report the mapping of intron silencing elements in detail and show that the stable expression of an episomal var gene promoter does not affect the expression of endogenous chromosomal var genes.

Our experiments first explored the effects of forced var promoter activity from plasmid pVDH + int, a modification of plasmid pVLH + int carrying the *hDHFR* (human dihydrofolate reductase) marker instead of a luciferase cassette (Fig. 1). Previous work showed that the activity of pVLH + int in transfected parasites was silenced by a cooperative interaction between the 5′ varb7 flanking (promoter) region and the var intron (int) during the transition through S phase of the cell cycle (3). We therefore expected this same silencing mechanism to affect the ability of pVDH + int to confer drug resistance to WR99210, a powerful antifolate drug that transfected *P. falciparum* parasites can survive exposure to only by expressing *hDHFR* (4). At 25 days after transfection and selection of *P. falciparum* (FCB line) in the presence of WR99210 (5 nM), drug-resistant parasites were obtained; however, nontransfected parasites in control flasks did not survive. Rescue of the transfected episomes from the parasites and sequencing of the recovered plasmid DNA preparations identified a 460-bp deletion in the middle of the 821-bp int sequence. The remaining 361-bp sequence in the recovered plasmids (termed pVDH + intΔ2') included all of var intron regions 1 and 3 and a 38-bp residual segment of intron region 2 described by Calderwood et al. (2).

The possibility that this deletion in the var intron had allowed plasmid pVDH + int-transfected parasites to escape *hDHFR* silencing and thereby survive WR99210 pressure led us to focus on the 460-bp region in further transfection and selection experiments. We replaced the full 821-bp var intron in plasmid pVDH + int with a segment containing var intron region 2 but missing almost all of regions 1 and 3 (intΔ1Δ3) (2). Parasites transfected with the resulting plasmid construct, pVDH + intΔ1Δ3, again yielded drug-resistant populations in the presence of 5 nM WR99210 selection, although only after a longer period (39 days) than with pVDH + int. Sequencing of plasmids rescued from these populations identified a 422-bp deletion in the original 571-bp intΔ1Δ3 segment, beginning 29...
TABLE 1. Chromosomal var gene transcription levels in various transformed parasite lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FCB lines transformed by constructs</th>
<th>Ratio (mean ± SD) of transcript levels in parasite lines after normalization for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pVDH, pVDH+intΔ2′</td>
<td>1.07 ± 0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pVDH, pVDH+int149</td>
<td>2.74 ± 1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pVDH, none</td>
<td>1.53 ± 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pVDH+intΔ2′, none</td>
<td>1.29 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pVDH+int149, none</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parasitized erythrocyte stages were separated on a six-step (40, 60, 70, 80, 85, and 90%) Percoll gradient in RPMI 1640-5% sorbitol by centrifugation at 12,000 x g for 20 min (room temperature). RNA was extracted from recovered parasites with a total RNA purification kit as recommended by the manufacturer (Invitrogen). Total RNA (1 to 3 μg) was treated with DNase for 15 min before RT (Invitrogen first-strand cDNA synthesis kit). Samples were primed with random hexamers. One sample in which reverse transcriptase was omitted served as a negative control to verify the absence of genomic DNA. Levels of transcription of var genes were determined by real-time quantitative RT-PCR with cDNA from transfected and nontransfected parasites and a Light Cycler (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, Ind.). Five DNA standards containing 106 to 104 plasmid molecules were used for a standard curve. Amplification of the var cDNA DBL4 domain with primers nAF [GCACG(A/C)AGTTTTGC] and nBR [GCCCATTC(G/G)TCGACACCA] (9) and amplification of C341 (disulfide-like protein) and C2143 (seryl tRNA synthetase) cDNA controls with the primers of Mamoun et al. (6) were performed in the same reaction tube. Five microliters of 10-fold-diluted cRNA or DNA standard was amplified in a 20-μl reaction mixture containing 9.6 μl of H2O, 2.4 μl of MgCl2 (25 mM), 0.5 μl of each primer (10 μM), and 2 μl of Fast Start DNA Master SYBR green I (Roche Diagnostics). PCR conditions were as follows: 10 min of denaturation at 95°C followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 5 s, 48°C for 5 s, and 60°C for 25 s. Levels of expression from each transformed line were compared to each other and to that from untransformed FCB parasites and are presented as values normalized to those for C341 and C2143 control genes. All amplifications were repeated to ensure reproducibility (26 experiments for pVDH+intΔ2′, 24 experiments for pVDH+int149, and 15 experiments for untransformed FCB).

FIG. 2. Relative positions of var intron sequences from region 2 and their effect on luciferase activities from pVLH constructs. (A) Locations of segments from region 2 and map of the constructed int149/R123 segment containing three imperfect repeats. (B) Levels of luciferase expression from constructs containing different segments of region 2. Control plasmids pVLH and pVLH+intΔΔ3 demonstrated complete activity and full silencing of luciferase, respectively. All experiments were repeated at least twice in triplicate, and all Student's t tests yielded P values of <0.05 for comparisons of luciferase levels from pVLH+intΔΔ3 and the individual plasmids. Bars on the histogram indicate 95% confidence intervals.

bp downstream of the start of region 2 (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). The plasmids were accordingly named pVDH+int149 for the short, 149-bp section remaining from the intΔΔ3 segment. Transcription of dhfr and dHFR was verified by reverse transcription (RT)-PCR, confirming that escape from the cooperative silencing mechanism could be attributed to the loss of the 422-bp deletion in the presence of drug pressure (data not shown).

Chromosomal var gene expression levels in transfected parasites and nontransfected control parasites showed no evidence that the presence of active var promoters on the epimosomal constructs affected the transcription of endogenous var genes. This conclusion followed from real-time RT-PCR experiments with RNAs from parasites stably transfected with pVDH+intΔ2′, pVDH+int149, and pVDH (counterpart of plasmid pVLH, with no intron) (3) and from nontransfected parasites (Table 1). Unaltered transcription of endogenous var genes in the presence of active episomal var promoters showed that stably transfected parasites can transcribe from more than one var promoter at a time. This result implies that episomal var promoters are not recognized by the allelic exclusion mechanism, perhaps because the chromatin structure that forms with the var promoter and the intron is altered when the sequences of region 2 are deleted. Alternatively, it is possible that only chromosomal copies are counted in the nuclear compartment, while episomal copies remain unrecognized.

To further evaluate the silencing elements in var intron region 2, we used luciferase reporter experiments with plasmids in which the full-length intron of pVLH+int was replaced with various portions of region 2. A plasmid containing the 422-bp sequence that had been deleted from pVDH+intΔΔ3 (pVLH+int222) showed only 9 to 15% of the luciferase expression of control plasmid pVLH, with no intron. In contrast, luciferase expression from pVLH+int149, containing the 149-bp sequence from pVDH+int149, was much greater, about 45% of that of the control (Fig. 2). Such different levels of silencing from the 422- and 149-bp
intron sequences led us to map the silencing effects in more detail. We generated a series of fragments from intron region 2 in both the forward and the reverse directions, cloned these into plasmid pVLH, and tested them for silencing of luciferase expression (Fig. 2A). Silencing comparable to that obtained with full region 2 was obtained with three constructs, pVLH+intΔ1Δ3, pVLH/D5R, and pVLH/D1F; other constructs showed partial silencing ranging from 20 to 80%, depending on the length of the inserted fragment (Fig. 2B). We also tested a stretch of three imperfect repeats (49, 48, and 52 bp in the center of region 2) (Fig. 2A; see also Fig. S1 in the supplemental material) for silencing activity. Repeats of this type are frequently found in var introns and contain some of the Inr-like elements previously noted by Calderwood et al. (2). The plasmid containing these three repeats (pVLH/R123) showed less silencing than constructs such as pVLH/D3R and pVLH/D4F, which contained different intron sequences of comparable or smaller size (Fig. 2B). Taken together, these results suggest that cooperative silencing involves structural complexities of the intron, extending across hundreds of nucleotides of region 2. Interestingly, a var gene conserved in many Plasmodium isolates, varCOMMON, contains an intron that is naturally missing region 2. The varCOMMON gene has been found to be constitutively transcribed in a unique stage-specific pattern (5, 10), consistent with the idea that elements of region 2 have a key role in var gene silencing.

The var introns have their own promoter activity and produce var-associated “sterile” transcripts that are thought to be involved in gene regulation (2, 8). We have tested whether this promoter activity resides within the 422-bp subsequence of varCOMMON type var gene family is commonly expressed in non-placental Plasmodium falciparum malaria. Mol. Biochem. Parasitol. 127:179–191.

These results locate promoter activity within the same intron subsequence as silencing activity, lending further support for a role of silent transcripts in epigenetic control.
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